
See Coppock on Tennessee Adoption Law and Dawncopppock.com  
for more forms & information 

Class Notes 
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Attached 
SDC Original Materials 
 Which TPR Method 
 Which Fathers To Terminate 
 Surrender Revocation Calculator 
 Default Judgement Calculator 
Checklists 

Grounds & Best Interest Laws 
Involuntary TPR 

 Relative / Step Parent 
 Independent, Agency, DCS &  
                  Intercountry 
State Forms: 
 Surrender 
 Putative Father Registry  
 Birth Cert. Application 
 ICPC 100A 
 Consent of child 14+ 
 Fee Affidavit - Attorney  

Fee Affidavit - Agency 
 Affidavit of Indigency 
Tennessee Bar Journal Articles 

Best Interest Article 
Post Adoption Contact Agreements (PACAs) Article 

 
Types of Terminations 
 Uncontested 

     Surrender, waiver, consent by joining petition (Relative cases only), denial of     
             parentage, proof of death, prior court orders & other state’s Consents 
     Default Judgement (Needs Findings and Conclusions)  
     Contested Default Judgement (Needs Findings and Conclusions) 

 
Types of Adoption 
👶  DCS Private 
👶  Agency Adoption  
👶 Private, Unrelated Adoption 
 

  

  
👶International Adoption (also an agency  
  adoption) 
👶Relative/Stepparent	Adoption  

Memo to Assistant: 

I’m glad you will be supporting me on 

terminations and adoptions. Kids are important! 

I just went to a training.  

Please print the materials and put them in a 3-ring 

binder labeled “Adoption Materials”. 

When surrenders are requested: Please work 

those in quickly. Tell counsel (or the agency) to fill 

out all forms completely except the signatures.  

For every adoption case: Please copy and include 

the corresponding check sheet. Give me the file 

and the check sheet at least 2 business days 

before the adoption finalization so I can review 

the file. If the case file looks like a hot mess, let 

me review it before you set it for hearing. I may 

want a prehearing conference. 

For contested termination cases: Please set trials 

quickly, schedule a conference about discovery 

and track that a guardian ad litem and counsel for 

indigent parents is appointed when a respondent 

files an answer. Confirm that counsel will secure a 

court reporter when setting a TPR Trial. After the 

trial, prompt me to get my order out fast. 

Let’s keep these cases moving. 


